1.Aero-Tech (Chengdu) Machinery Co.,Ltd
Aero-Tech (Chengdu) Machinery Co., Ltd. is a well-known professional
OEM and ODM provider focused on delivering innovative design and high
quality manufacturing of golf equipments, golf accessories, and forged
mechanical parts and hardware. We have cooperated with brand golf
merchandisers global wide over past 5 years by helping them keep their edge
in today's highly competitive market. We are fully capable of rapid prototyping,
pilot production, short run supply, material advice and support, which enables
us to keep improving your current products while make your new products
successful.
Our R&D team consists of a group of innovative and experienced
professional material and engineering specialists with strong background in
the aviation material and engineering industry. They can participate in every
stage of the development of your golf equipment. If your products require cost
reduction, manufacturing innovation or higher quality, surely we can help.
Aero Tech is the recognized source of high quality and high value golf
equipment, enabling our clients to focus on what they do best, while we do
what we do best.
Our main products include:
Hot forged irons, hot forged titanium woods and other hot forged products;
Irons and woods with maraging steels clubfaces cobalt alloy clubfaces;
Powder metallurgy products (including W-Cu/W-Ni Tungsten weights in golf
clubs);

Hot forged mechanical parts and hardware, etc.
We are sincerely looking forward to communicating and cooperating with you.
Our vision trigger:
"Quality Gains Market, Trust Wins Client".
Our mission:
"Offering forged golf products with high quality and competitive price".
Huan Zhang
Tel：86-28-85730605/86-13980094837
E-mail：helena.zh@bangpugolf.com
Add：No.321, NanhaiI AV. Shuangliu Jiaolong Industrial Park Chengdu,610200

2.Chengdu Drsk Tech.Com.Ltd
Chengdu DRSK Technology Co. Ltd is comprised of talented professional
team with many years’ experience of design, development, manufacturing and
technical services in welding material and technology, special welding &
cutting equipment, tooling and fixtures, robotics workstation, and production
line systems. The company is committed to provide high-quality automated
welding & cutting equipment, special production lines and robotics workstation
to Railway, Aerospace, Military industry, Pressure vessels, Automobiles,
Home appliances, Engineering machinery, Petrochemical engineering, and
Vessel and marine engineering industries. By integrating highly-efficient and
precise welding technology, automatic cutting, welding and assembling,
logistic machinery, and flexible tooling, we deliver turnkey solutions that
include everything from materials and equipment, engineering and project
management to installation, commissioning and maintenance.We strive to
grow with integrity, professionalism, innovation and win-win cooperation.
Consummate technology, prime quality, and perfect service is our constant
aim.
Liang Zeng

Tel : 86-28-83918646
E-mail : zengleon@163.com
Add : No.860 Xinggong Road, Xindu District, Chengdu, Sichuan, China

3.Chengdu NOVO Machinery Co.,Ltd
Chengdu Novo Machinery Co.,Ltd is a professial manufacturer for power
transmission parts and various types of machinery components. As a joint
venture of research, production and sales, we have a manufacturing base
covering an area of over 20,000 square meters, with a fixed production plant
5,000 square meters, various professional production

equipments, such as

hobbing machines, drilling-milling machines, grinders, pneumatic hammers,
hydraulic broaching machines.We have a producing capacity of 800,000

transmission parts each year. In product quality management system, we had
passed ISO9001:2000 since 2003 from China Quality Certification Center.
Our main items including Timing Belt Pulley, Locking Assemblies, Gear,
Coupling, Clamping Plate, Torque Limeter, Sprocket, and mechanical products
as drawings from customers,has been exported to USA, UK, Spain, Germany,
Italy, Poland and other regions and countries.
On the basis of our management principle, To Develop with Credibility,
Survive with Quality, high quality, compretitive price, prompt delivery can be
guarrenteed. Novo sincerely hope to cooperate and create mututal benefits
with you!
Bangyan Liu
Tel: 86-28-66560729
E-mail : novo-sales1@hotmail.com
Add ：Room 1402, No. 5 Beisen Road North, Qingyang District, Chengdu,
China

4.Sichuan Huade Precision Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Committed to never leak technology, well cast model of the quality of the
Huade group, is located in Sichuan city of Chengdu province. With the
introduction of Germany advanced production technology, manufacturing
technology and high automation production equipment, the creation of the
"Ward" (HEAD) brand.Beyond the competition, sublimation from innovation,
Howard to "fine" based on the "good at production, skilled technical, skilled
management specialization, truly professional service to the audience, and
create the future in industry. After several years of efforts, "Huade" brand
(HEAD) products from Germany, the United States and other foreign experts in
technology and quality. The production range of products is expanded to
rubber sealing products, plastic products, metal die casting products, metal
forging products and so on."Huade" brand (HEAD) products in our spare parts
import substitution, plays an important role. Products used in automobiles,
household appliances, construction machinery, wind power, agricultural
machinery, medical equipment, petrochemical and other industries. Has
support in Changan automobile, SAIC, YAMAHA motor, BYD automobile,
Midea Group, Dechang group, Matsushita group, Ming Yang Group, Guodian
united power, western Petroleum machinery and other well-known host plants;
and OEM, ODM etc. are exported to European and American countries.In the

future, Howard enterprise is full of confidence for the future. At the same time,
we also hope to support and care for our new and old friends and sincere
cooperation with us to create a better tomorrow!
Chunmei Xia
Tel ：86-28-85737226
E-mail ： cdhd666@163.com
Add：No.106, Shuikou Road, Jiaolong Industry Park, Shuangliu Distrioct,
Chengdu, P.R.China.

5.Chengdu Leno Machinery CO., Ltd
Chengdu

Leno

Machinery

CO.,

Ltd

is

an

enterprise,

provide

Manufacturing, Design and Service of Mechanical Power Transmission Parts.
Whose products are widely applied in Machinery Industries; including
Agricultural Machinery, Metallurgy Machinery, Chemical Machinery, Mine
Machinery, Textile Machinery, Automobiles and Pumps etc.Leno have been
involved in the field of Power Transmission manufacturing since 1990s, it has
established lasting and stable business partnership with world famous
distributors,

and

have

a

talented

team

for

engineering

and

manufacturing.Leno ’ s products covering: Shaft Couplings, Shaft Locking
Assembly, Shaft Collars, Sprocket and Platewheel, Gear (Gears, Racks, and
Gear Shafts), V-Pulley, Timing Pulley, Taper Bush, and various customized
Shafts, machining parts etc. We are concentrating on developing new products
and studying the market along with our stable development; expand our

processing technology on accurate machining on the basis of our advantages.
Jack Huang
Tel：86-28-84884221
E-mail：sales@cdleno.com
Add：NO. 181, Middle Xingguang Road, Chengdu 610100, China

6.Sichuan Shengong Carbide Knives Co.,Ltd
Sichuan Shen Gong Carbide Knives Co. Ltd is located in Shuangliu
southwest airport development zone and expanded from Chengdu Siruite
tungsten carbide knives corp., ltd. Our factory covers 29000 ㎡, and the
building area is about 25000 ㎡, and 300 employees in total. We hold an alloy

production line that from the WC powder to finished alloy tools what includes
more than 500 machines.
We have more than 20 years of experiences for the production of tungsten
carbide slitting knives, specialize in corrugated board cutting knives and other
circular slitting knives. More than half of our knives service to overseas
markets. Our corrugated board slitting knives of the brand ”Jingrui” won the
“technologies innovation awards” of Sichuan. Our knives with excellent quality
meet your any slitting machines. Our lithium battery poles cutting blades of the
brand ”SRT” are very welcome in domestic and oversea market.
Our Goal: Be the most professional carbide cutting and slitting knives
manufacturer.
Wei Li
Tel：86-28-87988001
E-mail：366338152@qq.com
Add：No.3119, 3RD Airport Road.Southwest Airport Economic Development
Zone Shuangliu Chengdu City Sichuan Province.China

7.Chengdu Tiecheng Precision Casting Co.,Ltd.
Chengdu Tiecheng Precision Casting CO., LTD.(TCC) is located in
Dujiangyan City(Chengdu) where is famous as the UNESCO World Cultural
Heritage.
TCC was founded in 2004. Today, it is a technology-oriented company with
three foundries and three different processes in each.TCC has ISO9001
certificate and sets up good QA/QC system and 8S management system. The
products of TCC are at the leading edge with good reputation.
We supply parts for valves, pipeline fittings, machinery, metallurgy, mining,
petroleum, automobile and mining industries. we can also be in accordance
with the customer ‘ s drawings and requirements to produce a variety of
high-precision, high surface finish and complex-shaped cavity castings.
Dimensionally our castings can meet the tolerance by VDG P690 - D1 or
ISO8062 CT4-CT6. The roughness of new casting surface can reach Ra3.2 Ra6.3. The range of casting’s weight is from 3g/pc to 50kg/pc.the maximum
length of our parts is 1 meter. We also have our own machining workshop and
heat treatment workshop that are both located in our foundry and that offer the
best efficiency and coordination
We have following advantages:

1, A strong technical team and R & D capabilities;
2, Strong competence on inspection ;
3, Sustainable energy supply;
4, Professional human resources.
State-of-the-art technology, sound management, strict quality control ensure
the products of our company to win the satisfaction of customers. Our
company‘s products are not only provided to a number of well-known domestic
machinery, vehicle manufacturing enterprises and military enterprises, but also
are sent to oversee

and exported to Europe, America, Japan and other

countries and regions.
Song Liu
Lingling Hu
Tel:

86-28-66468031

E-mail:

liusong@tec-casting.com

Add：Shuangbai village, Puyang Town，Dujiangyan City, Chengdu, Sichuan

8.Chengdu Forster Technology Co., Ltd.
Chengdu Forster Technology Co., Ltd. is a professional Suppliers, The
Products& Service include ,Number of Research and Development Staff:
5 - 10 People Number of Quality inspection Staff:5 - 10 People.
Our products Foreign markets: South Asia South America Eastern Eur
ope Central America North America The company's turnover:Below $:100
00 dollars Export ratio:81% - 90%.
The Company's products and services include:electric
goods,electric ,accessories
garden tools staff members:51 - 100 staff.

Our enterprise, establish in 2010, puts attention to internal markets in
order to support internal trading companies. After two years' stable manu
facturing experience in providing Quality products for distributors, our ent
erprise turned to focus on external markets to bring Quality products to
more people and registered on Alibaba in 2013. Our enterprise has a R
&D department with12 most professional staff Number of staff, a Q&A d
epartment with 7 staff Number of staff, and a sales department with 10
people. With the hard

work of all staff Number of staff, we convince

d there is one promising and bright tomorrow for Foster Technology.

Ruoling Lan
Tel：86-28-87362290
E-mail：547147430@qq.com
Add：No.1114, Unit 1, Building No.4, Zhongtie Xicheng, Third East Road of
Guanghua, Qingyang District, Chengdu,Sichuan Province,China

9.Chengdu Perfect Machinery Co.,Ltd.

Chengdu Perfect Machinery Co.,Ltd was established in 1994.After
development of over 15 years, PERFECT has become a medium-scaled
Exporting type manufacturer of the Industry Application Fiend. Our main
business is working as the original supplier and sub-contractor for many world
famous

Manufacturers

and

Distributors

in

the

Industry

Application

Field.PERFECT Machinery is a young, dynamic, innovative manufacturer who
oriented to meet customers satisfaction and firmly resolved to win the
challenge of global markets, including Power Ttransmission, Motion Control,
Drive Design and Transfer Applications.More than 14 years ’

running

experience represents an idea which translate design into application
consulting service which is unprecedented for this field. After China joined in
WTO, it ’ s a nice change for PERFECT Machinery to do business with
overseas customers directly. With the constant effort, our business has spread
from most of countries in Europe, Asian and so forth and formed a well and
long-term cooperative relationship with our customers.We invested a great
deal of funds in technology to support product quality, logistics, etc. For
improving our larger business and the real purpose is to satisfy our customers’
need, so nowadays, PERFECT Machinery has invested another large amount
of funds again to bring some sets of advanced machines constructing its own
factory. We embrace the new and lasting changing technology. Meanwhile we
have to work harder than before to earn your trust and get your more business
due to the competitions becoming tougher and smarter.Here we want to build
a better and more stable long-term cooperation relationship with our clients

whatever existing or potential is and sincerely hope you would invite us to work
on your next project.
For more than 14 years of deliberate change, PERFECT Machinery has set
up a complete background service system and formed a positive and upward
attitude to the customers. No matter the pre-and after –sales service or
providing customers with timely, accurate information, we all strive to do our
best to make the customers satisfied and get our standard ---- PERFECT.
Yuhong Liao
Tel：86-28-84635933
E-mail：leo@perfectltd.com
Add：No.513#, Yidu Avenue, Longquanyi District, Chengdu,Sichuan,China

10.Chengdu Hengtai Shu Feng Trading Co., Ltd.
Chengdu Hengtai Shu Feng Trading Co., Ltd. is a honesty, truth-seeking,
innovation industry, diversified enterprise for the enterprise spirit.
Here, we will use the faith, pursuit and dedication to open a new voyage
ahead, we ride the wind and waves, towards the ideal and goal. With superior
product performance and price and perfect after-sales service in the industry to
stand out. "To the quality of survival, efficiency and development" is the
purpose of the company, the company will continue to develop a realistic and
innovative style, dedication to customer service, to meet the challenges of the
market.
Xiaoying Liu

11.Chengdu Minjiang Precision Cutting Tool Co., Ltd.
Chengdu Minjiang Precision Cutting Tool Co., Ltd. founded in 1992, is a
high-tech private enterprise specialized in processing of petroleum drilling bit
accessories as well as design and production of hard alloy NC cutting tools
and hard alloy wear parts. It mainly produces nozzles, water hole covers,
petroleum tube chasing tools, thread milling blades, etc.
The company has passed the certification of ISO9001-2000 Quality
Management System. With excellent management team and first-class and
stable technical talent, it is devoted to research, development and production
of hard alloy wear parts, hard alloy NC blades, petroleum threaded pipe cutters
and hard alloy non-standard products, enjoying high reputation in the industry.
Through continuous development, the company has formed complete
production line and detection system. It has about 100 precision processing
machine tools such as Swiss AGATHON NC peripheral grinding heads, NC

forming grinding machines and optical profile grinders and precision detection
instruments such as universal tool-measuring microscopes and projectors.
The company has two hard alloy blank production lines and alloy production
equipment such as advanced presses and low-pressure sintering furnaces,
achieving the technological level and internationally excellent enterprises in
terms of alloy material production. It is capable of producing products of
different standards according to specific requirements of customers.
The company has built long-term cooperation relation with hundreds of
domestic enterprises such as Dongfeng Automobile, Kingdream, Wuhan
Steam Turbine and Wuxi Zimulaisi. With independent export right, the
company directly exports its products to foreign countries with constantly
increasing export value and has basically formed stable international market.
Under the enterprise philosophy of “ Pioneering, Innovative, Credible,
Pragmatic ” , we make close cooperation with customers and provide
high-quality products and service for customers wholeheartedly. Welcome to
visit or contact us.
Lilian Lai
Tel：86-28-82631290
QQ：2361662432

QQ: 827909009

E-mail：cdminjiang@cdmjdj.cn
Website：www.cdmjdj.cn
Add：No.219 Jinfu Road,Wenjiang District,Chengdu,Sichuan,China,611137

12. Chengdu Push Automobile Mold Co., Ltd.
Chengdu Push Automobile Mold Co., Ltd (which is abbreviated as Chengdu
PAM) was officially founded in April 2014, which was once an automobile die
business unit belonging to Push Die & Mold Co., Ltd with over a decade
development. With consummate management process and technical team,
and rich market resources, Chengdu PAM is now a specialized die company
engaging in the design and manufacture of body-in-white panel die, checking
fixture, jig, and stampings.
Located at the Longquan Yi state-level eco and tech development zone of
beautiful Chengdu, with current total investment amounting to 600 million RMB,

with over 400 employees, 85% of who have above junior college certificates,
with about 50 sets of world-class machining and measuring devices, Chengdu
PAM has Chengdu base and Yibin base, in total covering 60,000 square
kilometers workshop area. Having passed ISO14000 and TS16949, Chengdu
PAM is prompting VDI6.4 system on schedule.
After accumulating over 10 years of experience at automobile die, Chengdu
PAM has established over 20 auto die standards, providing full life technical
service ranging from product simulation, die research and development,
product process design, die project design, die manufacture, online try-out,
debug machine variance analysis, die production service, to recovery
technology for scrapped die.
With a stable clientele from various sizes of OEMs at home and abroad,
Chengdu PAM is engaged in the following products and technical services:
panel die, super high-strength plate die, multi-station die, progressive die,
high-speed

precision

stamping

die,

and

etc.

Implementing

project

management system makes the project schedule, cost, and quality under
control from the project start to its end, acting as a communication bridge
between customers and PAM.
Having been approved by multi OEMs suppliers over the years and won
outstanding supplier title, as executive member of China Die & Mold Industry
Association, and key enterprise in China, Chengdu PAM is awarded as Quality
Credit Enterprise in the China Mechanical Industry in 2015.
We sincerely hope to join hands with friend all over the world to seek
development, realize win-win, and create a better future.
Desheng Qin

Tel: 86(0)831-3567050/6364
Add：150# Minjiang West Road, Yibin,Sichuan,China

13.Chengdu Shu Qi Industrial Co., Ltd.
We are a collection development, design, production, sales as one of the gift
enterprises, Main: craft gift glass crafts stained glass gifts! The company has

always been people-oriented, innovation as the soul. Peace, unremitting
self-improvement business philosophy, won the long-term development
progress. Companies in the "beyond self, the pursuit of excellence" under the
guidance of the enterprise spirit, through the unremitting efforts of all staff, our
company reserves of high-quality business professionals and innovative
design personnel, and a skilled master technology, formed a powerful elite
team, and provide a variety of solutions for customers. The company through
continuous improvement of products and innovative design, has reached "with
colleagues from all walks of life together to expand the market, mutual benefit
and create a better tomorrow" as the goal, to win the trust of the customers in
the fierce competition in the market, establish a good corporate image.
Welcome colleagues from all walks of life come to visit to negotiate!
Jinhai Xu
Tel: 86-028-84379258 ；86-028-84311542
Add：No.5 First

Ring Road，Chengdu, Sichuan ,China

14.Chengdu Xinzuan Nano Technology Co., Ltd.

Chengdu Xinzuan Nanotechnology Co., Ltd. (Xinzuan) is a high-tech
enterprise specializing in the production of nanodiamond and solving the
problems in downstream application of nanodiamond technology. The product
of company contain in the whole nanodiamond industrial chain from production
to research of application technology, such as nanodiamond powder,
nanodiamond engine curing agent, nanodiamond polishing and so on.
In terms of nanodiamond powder manufacturing, our company has set up a
large-scale,

systematic

and

specialized

diamond

powder

synthesis,

modification and optimized production base. A complete production line for
powder preparation, controlled purification, disperses grading, powder
modification has been constructed. Our company’s detonation nanodiamond
powder prepared has reached the world’s top level in respect to its grain size,
fineness, grain dispensability, and stability.
In the research and development of nanodiamond product, we has
independently developed nanodiamond engine curing agent, it is called Runz.
From the improvement of lubricating system to the introduction of two-phase
lubrication, the invention has not only updated the traditional concept of
lubrication but largely saved energy and reduced emissions.
Nanodiamond polishing has been widely used in computer hard disk
substrates, computer magnetic heads, fine ceramics, artificial crystal, hard
metal, and gemstone. Due to nanodiamond have specialist of ultra-fine and
ultra-hard features, our production of nanodiamond polishing could enhanced
polishing speed and improve polishing precision.
We are sincerely expecting to cooperate with all friends under the sun!

Jichao Liao
Tel： 86-28-87802836
Add：D1/1F,No.199 Xiqu Avenue,Gaoxin west District,Chengdu,Sichuan

15.REACH MACHINERY CO., LTD
Incorporated in 1993, REACH Machinery Enterprise now registers its office
in a national industrial park, which is located in Southwestern Airport Economic
Development Zone, Chengdu, Sichuan Province. Besides the premises of
145mu (about 96,666.7 square meters), the Company set up distribution
branches in Shanghai, Shenzhen and Tianjin. In addition, REACH controls
three manufacturing enterprises, one trading company and a full-time college.
Over the past two decades, REACH has shifted itself from processing key
elements of high-end equipment, to manufacturing key mechanisms of the
equipment, then to manufacturing complete set, and its products are supplied
to a range of industries, including wind-power, nuclear power, solar energy,
aviation, precision machine tool, elevator and heavy hoisting machine, etc.
While relying on itself, REACH gives top priority to cooperation with
universities, scientific and research institutes and leading players home and
abroad.
REACH’s development and growth are underpinned by its strengthened
corporate culture and core values, as well as intensified loyalty and market
exploration. Among others, the Company always highlights its business
concepts: to acquire public recognition by serving customers, clients and
communities, and to grow and expand by gaining competitive edges in
technology, quality and management

Since

incorporation,

REACH

has

been

upholding

a

strategy

of

technology-oriented development, sticking to an overarching principle of
honesty

and

credibility

to

practice

and

improve

result-and-responsibility-centered administration. Moreover, the Company
uses a reliable ERP system to make every decision so as to deliver excellent
products and service to customers.

Xiaorong Lu
Tel: 400-090-7210
Address: No.909 West Port Avenue, Shuangliu County, Sichuan, China

16. Sichuan Zhongyou Technology Development Co., Ltd

Sichuan Zhongyou Technology Development Co., Ltd. is a professional
company which supplies material equipment and technical services for
petroleum and petrochemical industry. It is a member of China Petroleum and
Natural Gas Co., Ltd. and its subordinate oil and gas field. Each year for the
China Petroleum, China Petrochemical enterprises to provide a lot of materials
and equipment. I and China and the world many well-known brand-name
manufacturers have established a long-term and stable relations of
cooperation. Such as: China Baoshan Iron and Steel Group, China Panzhihua
Iron and Steel Group, Germany Adamus Valve Company (ADAMA), Germany
Bo Taike Company (BARTEC), France Sercel companies, the company
provides quality services by domestic and foreign manufacturers praise
Shilan Ren
Tel：86-28-87323720
Add：Room1801, No.16 Hongxing Road, Chengdu, Sichuan, China

17. Chengdu Witt Electric Co., Ltd
Chengdu Weite EFI Co., Ltd. is a state-owned holding company of China
Aviation Industry Chengfei Group. The company was established in 2003,
mainly engaged in R & D, production and sales of new diesel engine core
components electronic control fuel injection system. After more than 10 years
of business accumulation, the company has formed a single pump diesel fuel
injection system, high pressure common rail EFI system, mixed fuel EFI
system and automotive electronic control systems and other products.
Since the establishment of the company, long-term commitment to the core
components of diesel engine electronic control fuel injection system
development and industrialization, and their product design positioning in the
independent development, by virtue of their strong research and development
capabilities, become the first successful development Diesel fuel injection
products and to achieve the country Ⅲ emission certification of the EFI
company, is also the only domestic system to provide large quantities of the
country Ⅲ , Ⅳ and above diesel fuel injection products and technology
companies. The company in the country IV stage received 23 engine country
Ⅳ announcement, nearly 1,000 vehicle announcement, ranked first in the
domestic brand.

Jiang Qujiang
Mingchao Zhang
Tel:

86-28-87838000

Add: No. 84 West Road, High - tech West district, chengdu,sichuan, china

18.Chengdu Amoeba Magnetic Co., Ltd.
Chengdu Amoeba Magnetic Co., Ltd. professionally engaged in the gasoline
general machinery product design, development, manufacturing and sales of
integrated enterprise, with annual output of 1 million general machinery
products. The modernization of production workshop, advanced production
line and testing lines; Modern enterprise management concepts, perfect
quality management system, strong technical force and product research and
development ability, are the base of guaranteed product quality. To be a
century enterprise, "quality for survival "is the only guiding ideology of
company survival and development.
Our company product: general machinery, the gasoline engine, generator,
electric welding machine, micro tillage machine, water pump, gas generating
set series etc. Gasoline generators group--(0.75-20kw).
Our company has a complete marketing network and after-sales service
system. our products with good quality and service have won high praise from
the user home and abroad. Up to now, our goods have been exported to the
United States, Argentina, India, Egypt, Pakistan and other countries. Company
adhere to the "integrity-based, technology innovation" enterprise idea, always
provide high quality products for consumers as a kind of social responsibility,
always take enterprise and enterprise staff development together excellent

corporate culture and philosophy, excellent staff teams create high-quality
enterprise products. We firmly belive, excellent product quality, warm and
thoughtful service, tomorrow is the golden and bright. We warmly welcome
friends at home and abroad with us hand in hand, and work together to create
a better tomorrow.
Qiuyong Wang
Tel: 86-28-84351281
E-mail:

info@sellmagnet.com

Add: Room 616, Renhe Business Building, No.22
Road,Chenghua District, Chengdu,China

Shuanglin

19.Chengdu Goldriver Electronics Co.,Ltd.
located in the Economic & Technological Developing Zone of the beautiful
city Chengdu which is praised as Land of Abundance, is a subsidiary of the
state-owned company Yibin Jinchuan Electronics Co., Ltd..
Goldriver holding the belief--- ---to be special、to solve difficulties and to be
perfect, has being dedicated to designing and manufacturing power supply
magnetic devices. Now we have several national patents, key technical
process and high-level facilities. Our planar devices play a leading role in this
industry.
Saman Wang
Tel：86-28-84872950
Web：www.goldriverchina.com

Add：No.199 Middle of Xingguang Road, Longquanyi District, Chengdu, China

20.Zigong Brace Trade Co., Ltd.
We Zigong Brace Trade Co., Ltd. are mainly specialized in manufacture tungs
ten carbide tools, industrial knives, CNC insert, mining tools, mechanical parts
, brazed tungsten carbide tools, non standard tungsten carbide tools, grade p
owder, thermal spray powder and other tungsten carbide products.
We produce both standard and customer requirements products. We can prov
ide professional ideas for customized tungsten carbide products.
Our factory is located in Zigong National Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone,

equipt with high tech equipments such as sinter-HIP furnace, has 13 years hi
story in manufacture and exporting tungsten carbide products.
We do all the process from the beginning in our factory, from mix grade powd
er to brazing, precision grinding. So we can control the quality all the way to fi
nal products.
We’re confident to offer you high quality, reasonable price products.

Momo Wang
Tel: 86-813-2110808/2102693
Add：A19-20, 4TH F, WEST DISTRICT, HOLIDAY PLAZA, Zigong - 643000,
Sichuan, China

21.Sichuan MK Servo Technology Co.,Ltd.

Sichuan MK Servo Technology Co.,Ltd. is a professional AC asynchronous
servo motor and matched servo controller manufacturing enterprise，which
includes the R&D, production ,sales and trade, and has the self-management
import and export authority.
Product powder: 0.55KW~315KW； torque：3.5Nm~2000Nm；rated speed
of product（rpm）：250、375、500、600、750、1000、1500、2000、2500、
3000；voltage classes：460V、420V、380V、350V、220V。
MK has an excellent research and development team, the leader of which is an
expert talent who enjoys the special subsidy of the State Council, and has a
stable and skilled worker team as well. The company can provide customized
products.
Product of MK servo has been widely used in numerically-controlled
machine tools, rail transit, printing, textile, metallurgy and other industries.
MK servo takes "Quality first, Innovation as the soul, Responsible and
Efficient" as the spirit of enterprise, dedicated to all types of users to provide
reliable products.

Lihua Li
Tel：86-13666236188
E-mail：llh@mkservo.cn
Web: www.mkservo.cn
Address: 588#, Muyu road 2, Shuangliu District , Chengdu

22.Chengdu Guoxin metal materials Co.,Ltd.
Guoxin can research,develop and produce the alloy products of special
specifications,special alloy and unique characterization. The technical
agreement should be signed if the requirement beyond GB or enterprise
standard.
Guoxin also works as an sales agent of steel products from scale steel mills.
We supply stainless steel plates and stripes, tubes, bars and so on of various
specifications. Stainless steel Alloy grade
includes:301,304,310S,314,316,316L,321,430,800,840,1Gr25Ni20Si2 etc.
So far we have served many direct clients in different fields such as Sichuan
Aerospace Science Liaoyuan Wireless Factory, China Academy Of
Engineering Physics, Sichuan Institute of Materials and Technology, Chengdu
CAIC Electronics Co.,Ltd, China Nuclear Industry Mechanical Engineering
Co.,Ltd. and so on.
In the era of global economy, we will strive to contribute to the country, add
value for our shareholders, increase benefit for the company and customers

and raise income for our employees. With our faith and corporate culture, we
will do our best to offer high quality products and attentive service, develop a
pattern of mutually beneficial and win-win cooperation with our customers. We believe
that ,with the concerned efforts of all our employees, we will create the greatest

value and bring about greater tomorrow for the aluminum working industry in
China.

Tan Li
Tel：86-18008080173
E-mail: chengduguoxin@163.com
Add： Building 8, No.593, Jinfu Road, Jinniu District, Chengdu

23.Chengdu Hongming Shuangxin Precise Die&Part Co., Ltd.
Chengdu Hongming Shuangxin Precise Die&Part Co., Ltd. was established
in July 2000. The company took stock reform in Sep.2007 and the name has
been changed to Chengdu Homin Shuangxin Technology Co., Ltd. It majors in
design, development, production and distribution of precise toolings and
components. It also devotes into research, development and manufacturing of
precise parts and components centering on 3C area.
Homin pays great attention to establishing quality system and our quality
policy is “to be the best, keep improving and total customer satisfaction”. We
actively push forward 5S management and set 6σ management as our goal.

Our company obtained ISO9001, QS9000 , TS16949, ISO14001 and
OHSAS18001.
Our company is honored of “Chinese High-Tech Enterprise”, “China’s key
enterprise of precise stamping die ”, “Chengdu Developing and Scientific
Enterprise”, “National Torch Plan Chengdu Electronic Information Industrial
Base Key Enterprise”, and we also have got national high quality tooling
awards for many times. We have been recognized as long-term partner of
many well-known enterprises in home and abroad.
Aim at the international first-class manufacturer of precise parts and
components centering on 3C area and based on our mission of leading the
precise popularity and electrifying happy life, our company will continuously
improve ourselves and provide perfect service for customers. We are ready
and eager to cooperate with a number of domestic and abroad clients to make
wonderful future.

Yan Kuang
Tel：86-18980078708
E-mail： ky@hm-sx.com
Web：www.cnhomin.com
Add：No.265,Tengfei Avenue, Qingyang District, Chengdu

24.Chengdu Honevice Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd
Chengdu Honevice Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd.(HNVC), which is a
professional machinery company and approved importer and exporter, has
been engaged in products research & development, manufacture & trade for

many years.
The main products of the Company are casting, forging, precision machining,
die casting and other mechanical parts, metal materials, and models etc. for
exporting, which are widely used to automotive, fluid chemistry, electrical
fittings, medical equipment, food machinery, engineering assembly field etc.
The products are mainly exported to North America, European Union,
Australia and more than other 20 countries and regions.
We are professional in precision casting，sand casting, aluminum die casting，
forging, lost foam casting, V method of casting and other processes, which
make us quality supplier of Volvo, Bosch, Fiat, Audi and other world known
corporations.
With the enterprise idea "honesty supreme, serves first" and the spirit of
enterprise “exploration and innovation, commitment to excellence”, HNVC will
provide you with one-stop service and be your strongest mechanical and
engineering parts supplier!

Yunxian Li
Tel：86-18280028662
E-mail：48309729@qq.com

Web：www.honevice.com
Add：No.331, Shuxing Road, Wuhou District, Chengdu, China

25.Sichuan Chengfei Integration Technology Co., Ltd.

Sichuan Chengfei Integration Technology Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as
CITC), is a high-tech share-holding company affiliated with AVIC.
CITC Business Unit is principally engaged in the design, development and
manufacturing of the tools and dies. Our main products are dies for the large
and high-grade outer skin panels such as the body side, roof, doors and
fenders for medium and high-grade cars. The tooling and dies products are
exported to USA, UK, Germany, Japan etc. CITC became the global supplier
for GM, FORD, Land Rover, Audi, Mazda etc. and also established a strong
relationship with domestic main automobile manufacturers, such as
FAW-Group, Dongfeng-Group, GAC-Group, Chana-Group, etc.
As one of the largest automobile skin panel die maker companies in China,
CITC is equipped with over 60 large and advanced NC processing devices as
well as testing and commissioning equipment and passed the ISO9001 and
VDA6.4 QS certificates. CITC has the ability to manage the die design,
manufacturing and overall project coordination for the whole automobile skin
panels and CITC is also at the leading position for die design, manufacturing
technology in automobile die industry in China.
Zhicheng Yang
Tel：86-28-87455322
E-mail: citcmarket@cac-citc.cn
Web：www.cac-citc.com

Add：No.666-1，Riyue Avenue Section 2, Qingyang District, Chengdu,610091

26.Chengdu Guibao Science & Technology Co., Ltd.
Chengdu Guibao Science & Technology Co., Ltd, is the first listed company
on GEM(Stock code:300019) in advanced material industry and is the only
company in silicone sealant industry that get the affirmation of “China Famous
Brand” by SAIC.
Established in 1998, Guibao is the only company in silicone sealant industry
that integrated with research, manufacture and sale. Guibao has drafted 40
items of international, national and industrial standards, and acquired 61
national patents, of which there 23 national invention patents and 11 awards of
provincial scientific-technical progress.
Guibao products primary application include: building curtain wall, insulating
glass, energy saving door & windows, pavement, electronics, automotive
making, new energy etc. Guibao products win lots of national and international
titles.
As a professional sealing and adhesion expert in automotive industry, Guibao
could provide total solution for automotive lamps, windshield and engine.

Xiao Xiao
Tel： 86-18582510882
E-mail：7415260 @qq.com
Web：www.cnguibao.com
Add：No.16, Xinyuan Road, Hi-tech Zone,Chengdu City, Sichuan, China

27.Chengdu Aerospace Fenghuo Precise Mec. & Elec. Co.，
Ltd.
Chengdu Aerospace Fenghuo Precise Mec. & Elec. Co.，Ltd. is located in
Chengdu China. Its traffic is convenient for aviation, railway and motorway. It
benefits from Chinese government’s policy of western development, so it has
excellent environment. The product development and production are mainly
involved in the field of aerospace, aviation, nuclear, chemical industry and so
on. In order to better meet customer needs and ensure high quality of products,

the company not only has received the Quality Management System
Certificate ISO9001-2000 in year 2005, but also has received the Quality
Management System Certificate of National Military Standard in year 2013. It
has been approved as High & New Technical Enterprise of Sichuan Province
in Oct. 2015.
More than 20 years，the company is good at mechanical and electrical
integrated products, non-standard equipment, industrial robots, manipulator,
hydraulic damper for high speed train, etc. Its products such as centrifugal
machine, vacuum tester, hydraulic testing platform etc sell well at home and
abroad. Manipulator special made by the company has won “National second
class award of new scientific and technical products.” and gold award in “Year
1995 Exposition of new products (Chengdu) ”. hydraulic damper for high
speed train has passed test by quality test center of Railway Ministry, it is in
accordance with Standard TB/T1491－2004, it has gained national patent.

Zhongqin Shi
Tel： 86-28-84862578；86-18010668461
Web：htfhhtfh@163.com
Add ： 2#

Dalian Road, Longquanyi, Chengdu Economic and Technical

Development Zone, China

28.Hi-P(Chengdu) Precision Plastic Products Co., Ltd.
Hi-P established its industrial roots as an insert molding and metal forming
tool maker founded in 1980. In 1983, current Executive Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer, Yao Hsiao Tung acquired management of the company.
After the worldwide recessions of the mid 80's, Hi-P's success flourished with
the expansion of overseas manufacturing facilities in 1993. Robust growth
throughout the next 10 years, Hi-P is now known as one of the many defining
moments, a listing on SGX, the Singapore stock exchange.
Today, as a leading contract manufacturing provider, Hi-P maintains a clear
focus in contributing to our clients' competitive advantage by developing and
providing manufacturing solutions of exceptional value.
An efficient, continuous work flow, utilizing the latest in technology and
waste-free operations are the hallmark of the company. Coupled with its solid
relationships with clients, these elements have provided the economic support
to allow Hi-P to grow as a business that lives by its core values of integrity and
finding the best possible solutions for our customers.

Bo Xie
Tel：13551262715
Web：www.hi-p.com
Add：Hongguang Town, Western Park, Gaoxin District, Chengdu, China

29.Sichuan Huati Lighting Technology Co., Ltd.
Sichuan Huati Lighting Technology Co., Ltd.

is a city lighting system

solution provider including four major business segments: lighting design,
product development and manufacturing, project implementation, and
intelligent management and maintenance of the Internet of things. It's a
national high-tech enterprise, and it's the enterprise technology center of
Sichuan Province as well as the Industrial Design Center of Sichuan Province.
The Company’s main products are LED outdoor lighting lamps and lanterns,
the intelligent street lamps and lighting control system, the product would be a
perfect fusion of technology and design and

has a good market

competitiveness. One of the main products Yulan lights are widely used in
nearly 300 cities and Huati trademark also won the Chinese well-known
trademark.

Jun Li
Tel：86-13540185395
E-mail：3759852@qq.com
Web：www.huaticn.com
Add ： No. 580, Block 3, Shuanghua Road, Southwest Airport Economic
Development Zone, Chengdu, China.

30.Chengdu HTLL Electronical Equipment Co., Ltd.
Chengdu HTLL was established in April, 2008, located in the beautiful Green

Park in Qingyang District, Chengdu. It is a diversified enterprise engaged in
communications,

networking,

sheet

metal

products

manufacturing

of

electronics industry, CNC machinery equipment manufacturing and selling,
and has a high-quality technical and management team with rich experience in
R & D and designing sheet metal products, communications equipment. On
the basis of business philosophy --“ give full scope to the talents, turn material
resources to good account ", HTLL has survived in the rigorous financial crisis
environment and achieved great developments luckily , and we will strive to
provide the top quality products and the considerate services to all the
customers.
HILLsmain products include: FTTH fiber home products, FTTN outdoor integr
ated cabinet products, FTTB multimedia integrated wiring box products, the tr
aditional series of wiring products - fiber patch panels (ODF), digital patch pan
els ( DDF), cable transfer box, cable connector box, cable terminal box; cabin
et products --- integrated wiring cabinets, network cabinets, outdoor cabinets
and other communications accessories and processing supporting products.

In order to ensure the R & D and production quality of the company's products
and improve the market competitiveness of the products, the company was
the first to bring in the most advanced cabinet sealing dispenser in the south
-west region, and has the most advanced German CNC punch press, as well
as the domestic advanced plate Material bending machines, cutting plate mac
hine, and other sophisticated sheet metal processing equipment. Relying on
the efficient management and large amount of production, HILL has realized it’
s philosophy of “Quality determines the market and service casts the brand”.

Renke Feng
Tel：86-15881015487
E-mail：eva@cnhtll.cn
Web：www.cnhtll.cn
Add：No.138, Jinji Road,Chongzhou Industry Park, Chengdu, China

30.Chengdu JING LIANG GONG FANG Technology Co. , Ltd
Chengdu JING LIANG GONG FANG Technology Co., Ltd. is a commercial
company integrated with research and development, sale of lubricating oil,
electromechanical devices and parts and components, import and export of
goods and technologies.
Advantages—We have a wide commodity information network of partners
throughout the Europe and America and Asia, high-quality supply channels,
and diversified marketing channel pattern; —We have established a product
research and development base with Chinese Academy of Sciences, and
have researched and developed the BESTEXTRA special lubricating oil with
Chinese Academy of Sciences and Huazhong University of Science and
Technology. The product is sold well in central Asian markets.
Purpose — We hope to establish a partner type marketing channel
relationship with customers both at home and abroad, an effective logistics
distribution system and a channel management information system which is
based on customer relation management.
Meet the customer demand in a better way - create higher profit margin and
market coverage.

Zecheng Xiong
Tel: 86-13880600566
E-mail: 23654690@qq.com
Web：www.jlgfd.com
Add: Room 2803, Unit 1, Building #18，Jitai Road No.266 , High-Tech District，
Chengdu， Sichuan, China

31.Chengdu CAIC Electronics Co., Ltd.
Chengdu CAIC Electronics Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as CAIC) is a
member company of AVIC, belonging to the Avionics section, and is a
backbone company in the R&D and manufacturing of air data systems,
aviation integrated data systems, wireless data transmission systems，Landing
Gear Control system, Fuel Boost Pump and other avionics and transducers.
With strong R&D and manufacturing capabilities, CAIC had developed the
first digital air data computer and the first high pressure high precision
mini-size vibration cylinder pressure transducer in China. It is the only
company in China who masters three-axis air data system for helicopters.
Meanwhile, CAIC is capable of developing & producing air data pressure
standards test facility and high precision air data test systems.
CAIC establishes a complete quality management system with accordance
to GB/T19001-2008, GJB9001B-2009 and AS9100C standards, which is

certified accordingly and passed the quality audit from the military customer as
well. Chemical process and aluminum alloy fusion welding are certified with
NADCAP. Air data systems, as well as several other products, are awarded
with CTSCOA from CAAC.
Adhering to the company mission of “providing competitive products to the
defense, creating the wealth to the society, bringing profits to the shareholders
and employees” as well as the management concept of “continuous quality
improvement;

heart and

soul

services;

lean

management;

beautiful

environment ” , CAIC is constantly developing its core technologies and
proactively responding to the changeable market, maximizing customer ’s
value and striving for further development.
Xuefan Meng
Tel：86-28-87400004
E-mail: info@caic-china.com
Web:www.caic-china.com
Add：Huangtianba, Qingyang District, Chengdu, China

32.Chengdu Lianyu Precise Machinery Co., Ltd.
Chengdu Lianyu Precise Machinery Co., Ltd. was established in 1997. The
Company has been committed to creating the best value for the customers
adhering to

the principle of “innovation first and honesty based” since the

establishment. Lianyu company is dedicated to the molds design and
manufacturing for beverage & food packaging.
Its main products are PET perform, injection & compression cap, bottle and t
hin wall packaging mold.With rich experience and strong technical support, Li
anyu company has been expanding the business constantly in global market,
With the professional knowledge and experience, we supply the most competi
tive products and efficient service in your whole production process.
Over the years, Lianyu has been focusing on the global latest mold developm
ent and introducing abundant advanced technology. During the communicatio
n with customers closely, we always provide strong support to our customers
after meeting the challenges one by one. We also ensured our another manuf
acturing base, Suzhou Liankai precise mould Co., Ltd, to put into operation su
ccessfully in 2014, which not only can help us to improve greatly in the
professional technology, but also give us the infinite power in service fields.
With innovative ideas and high precision production technology, Lianyu
offers high-performance mold and production solutions to aim to create the
most important value for the customers’ requirements. No matter how hard it
is, Lianyu will help you achieve the greatest value.

Bin Chen
Tel：86-13568893066
E-mail：dhcdozj@sina.com

Add：No.666,Gangtong 4th North Road, North Area of Modern Industrial Park,
Pidu District, Chengdu, China

33.Chengdu Aluminum Expert Technology Co.,Ltd.
Chengdu Aluminum Expert Technology Co.,Ltd.(hereafter referred as AL
Expert)was founded in March, 2016 by Mr Zhanglei who has specialized in
sales of industrial aluminum products for more than 12 years and got strong
support from his colleagues. Based on the traditional way of purchase and
order, AL Expert built a whole database system showing the real-time stock of
the main domestic industrial aluminum manufacturers so that it can provide the
customers with professional, simple, direct, quick and comprehensive online
and offline purchase experience.
The traditional order and purchase way of Aluminum products has to be
changed gradually based on the rapid development of the E-commerce and
the idea of internet plus proposed by the government. The AL Expert team,
who has specialized in the field for many years, has rich experience in AL
product sales and a very good understanding of the manufacturers, which
ensures the efficient supply of our data system. Meanwhile, we have good
cooperative relationship with the purchasing enterprises and agencies.
Moreover, AL Expert has a consultant team consisting of several experts and
technicians who have worked in the top 3 Aluminum manufacturers for more
than 30 years. The AL Expert Tech.Center also focuses much on the research
work on the application of aluminum alloy material. Therefore, supply,
technology and marketing are the strong base of AL Expert.

Qiang Li
Tel：86-18604506254
E-mail：254158210@qq.com；Alexpert@163.com
Add：No.6 Jiuxing Avenue,Building B，high tech Zone,Chengdu.

34.Sichuan Ruifeng Forging Co., Ltd.
Sichuan Ruifeng Forging Co., Ltd., founded in the late 1980s, located in
Chengdu Bailuo industrial zone in Sichuan province, which has a distance of
more than 20km from the center, covers an area of 26666 square meters with
a fixed assets of more than 30 million yuan. The company has a staff team of
more than 100 workers, 2 professional engineers, 6 normal engineers and
more than 10 technicians. Ruifeng is a specialized forging enterprise focusing
on the production of automobiles, high-speed rail, wind power, mining,
petroleum and construction machinery forgings and is also a member of China
Forging Association.
The company has a sound quality control system and has obtained
TS16949:2009 and ISO9001-2008 certifications, with testing equipment of a
hydraulic universal material testing machine, a semi automatic impact testing
machine; a Rockwell hardness tester, a Desktop Brinell hardness tester; 4
infrared thermometers; a set of ZY-CX1 Computer infrared multi-element metal
material analyzer etc. It is able to achieve the analysis on steel, forging blank
ultrasonic testing, fluorescent magnetic particle testing, physical and chemical,
metallo graphic, mechanical properties testing and effectively control the whole
process. The forging quality can meet or even exceed the international level.
The company established a long-term cooperative relationship with many
domestic famous enterprises such as: the domestic Chengdu Feiya crankshaft
Co. Ltd, Sichuan Feiya crankshaft Co. Ltd., Dongfeng Yulon Automobile Co.
Ltd, FAW Guiyang branch, Chengdu engineering machinery Limited by Share
Ltd, Shanghai Dragon Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd. and also has a good
business relationship with some famous companies in the US and German.

Jiade Huang
Te： 86-18982265533
Add：Bailuo Village, Majia Town, Xindu District, Chengdu, China

35.Chengdu Shangming Industrial Co.,ltd
Chengdu Shangming Industrial Co., Ltd., located in a national economic and
technological development zone (No.6, Lingchi Street, Middle Xingguang
Road, Longquanyi District), was established in 1989. The company is
specialized in design and manufacturing of semiconductor plastic package
moulds and automated die-cutting & shaping system with an area of 25 mu
and 140 employees. With the development for over 20 years, it has become an
integrated company of development and manufacture and formed a diversified
operation mode. It was awarded ISO9001:2000 quality system certificate in
2001, and has been awarded as “ hi-tech enterprise ”

by Science &

Technology Department of Sichuan Province many times since 2003.
The company is committed to the research and development of
semiconductor plastic package moulds and automated die-cutting & shaping
system, and constant innovation, speeding up the product updating and
improving the product technology content to ensure its leading position in the
domestic packaging mould field. It has seized the opportunity of China’s entry
into WTO and strengthened cooperation with domestic colleges and
universities and international advanced packaging enterprises, and enhanced
the competitiveness of enterprises and the international market share. It keeps
growing with the development of microelectronics industry.
Chengdu Shangming Industrial Co., Ltd. has dozens of domestic and
overseas precise production equipment and can meet the demand of multiple
products.
EDM W/C (Swiss Charmille), jig grinders, optical contour grinders (Japanese
WAIDA with a main function for grinding the special-shaped curved surface),
CNC machining center (Taiwan), Sodick EDM (Japan), precise shaping
grinders (Japan and Taiwan), precise high speed machine (carving precisely)
and checkout equipment: universal tooling microscope, precise profile

projector, NIKON height gauge (Japan and Suntront), vacuum heat treatment,
liquid nitrogen cryogenic treatment (key process) and other equipment.
Minghua Liu
Cell：86-13808195314
Tel: 86-28-69566588

86-28-69566573

E-mail：liumh-2004@163.com
Web：www.cdsmgy.com
Add:6#,litchi street,xin,gguang Road,Longquanyi District,Chengdu,
Sichuan ,China

36.Sichuan Shenghua Power Technology Co., Ltd.
Sichuan Shenghua Power Technology Co., Ltd. is a high-tech enterprise
specialized in R&D, manufacturing and marketing of high performance
modular power converters and power conversion solutions. It’s main products
are DC-DC modular, AC-DC modular, customized power system, etc.
The Company has a batch of high level professionals full of vitality and with
spirit of innovation. After years of accumulation, the power supply products
developed and produced by the Company have reached domestic and
overseas leading level and are characterized by their high reliability, high
power, high efficiency, high voltage input, wide range, multiple output, etc. and
widely used in military, communication and industry fields.
At the beginning of establishment, the Company set its mission of “putting
the professional high-tech power industry of China at the leading position in
the world”, vision of “to become benchmark and fulfill dream”, and quality
policy of “scientific and technological innovation, reliable quality and sincere
service”. It has got the certification for scientific research and production permit
of weaponry, new era national military standard GJB9001B-2009, national
standard GB/T19001-2008 and other quality management systems.
Quality is the eternal theme of enterprise. Without quality, an enterprise will
not have a future. With all staff participation, the Company has strengthened

its management and keeps improving to create good quality. The future
success belongs to the leaders in respect of high quality which is also the
mission of Shenghua.
Feng Guo
Tel：86-13094443951
E-mail：guofeng@shenghuapower.com
Web：http://dhwb.cn.globalimporter.net/
Add： Longtan Industrial Park, Section 2, East 3RD Ring Road, Chenghua
District, Chengdu, China

37.Chengdu Shengbang Seals Co., Ltd.
Chengdu Shengbang Special Rubber Products Co., Ltd. is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Shengbang stock. It has specialized in the R&D, manufacturing
and marketing of rubber seals for automotive power train for more than 20
years. The Company is well equipped with automatic rubber mixing line,
phosphatization line, vacuum molding (injection), automatic product detection
devices, etc. Meanwhile, the EPR (including electronic traceability) and PDM
system also ensure the efficient running of the Company. The high-quality
products also have won the trust of domestic and overseas customers from
Shanghai GM, Shenyang MITSUBISHI, Great Wall Motor, JAC, BYD,
GETRAG, etc.
The Company owns more than 50 professional detection devices and is also
certified to ISO/IEC117025:2005 and GP10A-class of GM respectively, which
ensures the material and product quality.
Based on the Center of Provincial Enterprises Technology, the Company
became a professional team in the field of product design, material developing,
mold developing, testing, etc. with the support from production-study-research
union with Sichuan University, Xihua University, Nuclear Power Institute of
China, etc.

Farui Wei
Tel :

86-13808026530

Web: www.chsbs.com
Add ：No. 999, Chengshuang Ave. S. Sect., Shuangliu County, Chengdu,
China

38.Chengdu Teng An Science and Technology Co., Ltd.
Cyber space security is not just internet security, but also an integration of
network and electromagnetism. It contains all the information elements such
as sound, light, electricity, electromagnetism and etc., and the generalized
“Cyber space” also includes physical environment, human activity and other
elements.
Since 2012, TengAn has been committed to the innovation and
development of information security of cyber security. In order to develop
information security products with independent property right, we insist on
technical innovation and product upgrading, and so far has developed
checking series and protection series for information security. We also provide
total solutions such as electromagnetic protection for office building, central
control and etc. Our products and service have been widely used in business
security, transportation, communication，aircraft industry, government and
other fields.
TengAn got the ISO9001 quality certificate in 2016; our products are used all
over the world with a favorable reception from customers. We insist our

philosophy “ People first, build business on sincerity ” and keep making
contribution to the innovation and development of information security.

Jun Ni
Tel：86-18382028708
E-mail：2564992060@qq.com
Web：www.Ten-one.com.cn
Add：No.186, Wulian Second Road, Shuangliu District, Chengdu, China

39.Tianma (Chengdu) Railway Bearing Co., Ltd.
Tianma (Chengdu) Railway Bearing Co., Ltd. is located in Central Industrial
Development Area in Qing Baijiang district, Chengdu, a wholly owned

subsidiary of Zhejiang Tianma Bearing Co., ltd. founded by acquiring the
former national large and medium enterprise-Chengdu Bearing Group
Company in Jan, 2002 with a registration fund of 6 billion RMB. It covers a total
area of 400,000 m² and has about 1800 employee currently.
The company is a private join-stock company. Tianma Bearing Group Co.,
Ltd. was listed via Shenzhen exchange in 2007 (stock No.02122), and have
several holding companies such as Zhejiang Tianma, Chengdu Tianma,
Beijing Tianma, GuizhouTianma, QHCN, Nanjing Tianma and etc. It is the first
manufacturer to obtain integrated advantages of “ material, bearing and
equipment” production lines in Chinese bearing industry.
Chengdu Tianma produces four predominant products, railway bearing,
WTG bearing, engineering machinery slewing bearing and bearing materials.
The total industrial output value in 2016 has reached 1,523,810,000 RMB with
a

year-on-year

growth

of

17.9%

and

sales

revenue

reached

1,355,960,000RMB with a year-on-year growth of10.34%.
Tianma (Chengdu) Railway Bearing Co., ltd. will upgrade its size and
competitive advantages comprehensively to become a leading bearing
enterprise with the best profit, highest quality and longest industry train.

Hongdan Ren

Tel：86-28-83632851
E-mail: cdtmb@cdtmb.com
Web：www.cdtmb.com
Add：Chengxiang Town, Qingbaijiang District, Chengdu，China

40.Flex International Ltd.(Chengdu)
Flextronics International is a leading sketch-to-scale ™ solution company
that designs and builds intelligent products for a connected world. With more
than 200,000 professionals across 30 countries and a promise to help making
the world living smarter, the company provides innovative design, engineering,
manufacturing, real time controlling of supply chain

and logistics services to

various companies and end-markets. There are 15 factories in China ,
including in Guangdong, Jiangsu and Sichuan Provinces .
Flex Chengdu is a subsidiary of Flex Asia Mechanical Group(FAMG) ,which
is located in the inner part of China Chengdu and established in 2011. Flex
Chengdu is focused on providing high precise plastic tool, fixture and
component manufacturing to support overall mechanical business in FAMG.
As a company of tool manufacturing, we provide tooling solution to our

customers all over the world, including Microsoft, HP, Fitbit

, Gopro , and so

on.
Through the intelligent IT platform based on Industry 4.0 prospect, we have
achieved agile and high efficient process control in operation which integrated
with costing, program management, design, purchasing, manufacturing and
quality control in order to increase the operation efficiency in each Flex tooling
factory. Meanwhile, it brings much values to our customer in cost controlling,
quality improvement and lead time optimizing.
Flex will help to make your dream come true.

Fuyan Liu
Tel：86-15882487311
E-mail：476102295@qq.com
Web：https://www.flex.com/
Add：No.155, Section 4, Huafu Avenue, Shuangliu District, Chengdu, China

41.Chengdu Xi He Radiator Factory
Chengdu Xi He Radiator Factory was founded in mid-1980s, with a
construction area of more than 10000 square meters, is a professional
manufacturer of Heat Sink（Radiator) for power semiconductor device. We
undertake the design, production and sales of various heat sinks. We provide
efficient cooling solutions for the following fields: SVG/ APF/ Frequency
Converter/ Inverter/Charging Equipment/ LED/ Welder/ Electric Vehicle/
Control Cabinet/ EPS/ SMPS/ Amplifier/ Rectifier Power Supply/ Soft start/
Radio-Transmitter and etc.
Xi He radiator people always adhere to the “Quality for survival, Security for
efficiency, Technology for development" as the guideline, created miracles one

after another in this industry. Our factory uses brand “Dongxia” as a
registered trademark, has passed ISO9001:2008 quality management system
certification. The existing product types including tower-shape, bamboo-shape,
dense teeth, controllable silicon, combined profiles, heat tube, liquid-cooling,
LED and so on. Our professional service, your eternal choice.

Lanxiang Liu
Tel：86-18880410090
E-mail：christy@xhsrq.com
Web：http://www.xhsrq.com/
Add：No.429, Luosi Road, Xihe Industrial Park, Longquanyi District, Chengdu
City, Sichuan Province, China

42.Chengdu Xuguang Electronics Co., Ltd
Founded in 1965, Chengdu Xuguang Electronics Co., Ltd. has developed
into

one

of

the

largest

manufacturers

of

producing

ceramic-metal

electro-vacuum devices. Our company is one of the 500 largest enterprises in
electron and communication equipment industry and has passed the

evaluation of ISO9001 quality system certification as well.
Our company is located in East Industrial Zone of Xindu, Chengdu City,
Sichuan Province with a staff of over 1100 employees. Our total assets
amount to over USD217 million. In 2016, we manufactured and sold over
350,000 pieces of vacuum interrupters inland and the sales volume is over
USD130 million.
Our company has a long history of producing electro-vacuum devices which
cover:Ceramic-Metal Transmitting Tubes, Ceramic-Metal Vacuum Interrupters
and High & Low-voltage assemblies of distribution apparatus and electrical
appliance element.
Over the past 51 years of hardship and experiences in the production of
electric-vacuum components, Xuguang gets fully developed and it now has
grown into one of the most important enterprises in China which integrates in
the production and sales of metal-ceramic microwave triodes and tetrodes,
high power transmitting tubes for radio and televisions, metal-ceramic vacuum
interrupters and high and medium voltage power distribution units.

Zhiping Zhou
Tel：86-13350851506

Web：http://www.xuguang.com
Add：No.318 Xingong Avenue, East Industrial Zone, Xindu, Chengdu City,
Sichuan, China

43.Sichuan Zhongguang Lightning Protection Technologies

Co., Ltd
Sichuan Zhongguang Lightning Protection Technologies Co., Ltd (Abbr. as
ZG) founded in 1987 has been dedicating itself to the protection against
lightning for 30 years and provides various professional protection solutions
and advanced products for the safety of human beings and its properties.
ZG is the member of IEC TC 37A and IEC TC 81, Director of CECS/LP TC43
and Deputy Director of SAC/TC258.
As a global advanced lightning protection product supplier and solution
provider, ZG has become a high-tech listed company mainly involved in
"lightning, electromagnetic & safety protection" and has been developed as an
international famous brand in this field.
Huimin Xu
Tel：86-28-86082899 Ext.2803；86-13568881753;
E-mail：xuhm@zhongguang.com； info@zhongguang.com
Qin Yu
Tel： 86-28-87848716 ；86-13678172010
E-mail：yuqin@zhongguang.com
Web：www.zhongguang.com;
Add：No.19 Tianyu Road, Western Park, Hi-Tech Zone, Chengdu,
Sichuan, P.R. China 611731

44. Sichuan YOTO Rubber & Plastic Engineering Co,.Ltd.
Are you looking for top-quality and worth-your-dollar rubber products? Then,
YOTO is your right choice!
Located near the Dujiangyan Irrigation System, a world cultural heritage in
Chengdu, Sichuan, China, Sichuan YOTO Rubber & Plastic Engineering
Inc.(YOTO) is a sizable research-led and market-oriented manufacturing
enterprise of rubber products. Its major products, well-known nationwide, are
the rubber airtight pressurizing and sealing products used on the breaks, and
steering systems of automobiles and motorcycles as well as on house
appliances.
Early in 2001, YOTO gained the International IS0 9001-2000 Quality
Management System Authentication. Later, it received the certificate of Quality
Trusted Unit by Sichuan Provincial Bureau of Quality Tech Supervision. In
2005 and 2006, YOTO earned the Super Quality Product Certificate by China
Heavy Auto Group, and since then it has become a strategic partner of the
latter.

Ziyi Zhou
Tel: 86-28-87234999
Add：26 Taixing Street Economic Development Zone, Dujiangyan 611830
Chengdu, China

45.Sichuan COSMOS Precision Mold & Die Co., Ltd
Sichuan COSMOS Precision Mold & Die Co., Ltd (COS for short)., registered
in March 2004 with a registered capital of RMB 15 million, mainly deals in the
design, manufacturing and marketing of precision molds and mold parts as
well as the production and sales of related electronic products. The company
is located in Chongzhou Huixing South Road Industry Zone.
Cos now has more than 100 sets of major equipment, including a lathe, six
vertical millers, 23 Taiwan Wangpan and Zhunli grinders, six Switzerland
Archie and Charmilles precision CNC low speed wire cutting machine tools, 15
Switzerland Charmilles and Japan MAKINO precision EDM machine tools,
eight Switzerland MIKRON and Japan MAKINO precision high speed milling

machining centers, 18 Japan Fanuc injection molding machines, and 16
Wenzel CMM and Marriott profile projects. So far, Cos has invested in fixed
assets for over RMB 80 million in total. It has successively passed the
certifications of ISO9001-2008 Quality Management System and ISO/TS
16949:2009 Environmental Protection system and obtained the title of
High-tech Enterprise. In addition, the company has become a membership of
Chengdu Die Association, China Mould Association, Sichuan Import and
Export Chamber of Commerce successively.
Cos currently has more than 200 employees, of which the key employees
are all excellent talents from large multinational group companies，well-trained
and have rich mold processing concept and production management
experience. All the employees engaged in manufacturing and processing have
received strict skill training and systematic training on mold knowledge. At
present, employees of Cos who engaged in processing and manufacturing all
graduated from Mold and Manufacturing major, which makes them have a
strong theoretical basis knowledge and are very clear about the machining,
process flow also usage, performance and technical requirements of mold
parts in the industry. they can ensure the precision and accuracy of parts
processing and keep the precision processing of mold parts within 3u.
Cos has first-class mold manufacturing and testing equipment, and embeds
a strict production management mechanism. Currently, it is equipped with a
whole set of precision measuring tools to ensure the quality of each outgoing
product.
The main customers of our company are Fortune Global 500, which are all
famous companies from Europe and American, South Asia and Taiwan.
Relying on mature processing technology and a diligent working attitude, all
employees of Cos strive to provide you the best products and service.

Pudong Yuan
Tel：86-28-62187171
Web：www.cosmos-gp.com
Email :office@cosmos-gp.com

Add：1-A, No. 12, Xixin Avenue, Chengdu High-tech Zone, Sichuan

46.Chengdu Aerospace Mould& Plastic Co., Ltd.
Chengdu Aerospace Mould& Plastic Co., Ltd. was established on 21st, Dec.
2000 after an enterprise restructure and is affiliated to China Aerospace
Science and Technology Corporation (CASC). We are a high-tech enterprise
that professionally engage in the R&D and manufacture of automobile
components and have a total asset ofRMB 2.8 billion. The headquarters of our
company is located in the Aerospace Industrial Park of Chengdu economic
and technological development zone. We have 22 production bases in
northeastern China, north China, central China, eastern China, Chengdu and
Chongqing. The major products cover the interior and exterior trim assemblies,
functional parts and injection moulds for automobile components.
So far, we have built 2 provincial technology centers in Chengdu and
Qingdao, 1 national qualified testing center and an R&D team with over 300
intermediateor senior experts. We own over 50 production lines for various
products and different types of world-leading equipment for painting, injection
and precise machining.
Through

30

years

of

technology

accumulation

and

independent

innovation,we are able to develop new car types with OEMs simultaneously
and have masteredthe R&D and manufacture capabilitiesof bumper,
instrument panel and door panel assembly.Our technologies for bumper
painting, bi-plastics injection, mouldflow analysis, etc. are leading in China. We
took the lead to develop plastic intake manifolds, wheel covers, fuel rails,
sound insulation pads, etc. in China, pushing forward the localization and
sustainable development of Chinese automobile industry. Some of our
products are favored by OEMs in Europe and the USA,which are leading us to
step into the international market. In addition, our company participated in
several national basic scientific research projects, which boosted the science
and technology development of our nation.
We always adhere to our quality policy –“Elaborate planning, strict control,
continuous improvement, customer’s satisfaction”. With our perfect quality
management system, excellent quality management level, high quality
products and favorable credit, we have become the long-term partner or best
supplier for over 10 OEMs, for example VW, GM, TOYOTA, etc. We are
awarded as “An enterprise that honors contract and abide by credibility” and

“Top 100 enterprises in Chengdu” for years.
During the strategic opportunity period when the automobile industry is
developing fast and the Chengdu-Chongqing economic zone and Tianfu New
Area are under construction, we, as a key enterprise of CASC intechnology
application, will always take the responsibility of promoting and developing
Chinese automobile component industry. Moreover, we ’ ll insist our
“people-oriented” policy as well as our business philosophy–“Dedicated &
professional, lean and fine, practical and high-efficient, aspiring and excellent”,
respect domestic economic regulations and international rules, exert our
powerful R&D capability accumulated over 30 years, display our technical and
managerial advantages regarding quality and reliability, further explore our
potential, innovation mechanism and capability, to finally achieve our vision of
“to become a world-leading automobile components enterprise”.
Zheng Zhang
Tel: 86-28-84805888
Web：www.ccsmp.com
Address: 118#, North Hangtian Rd., Longquanyi District, Chengdu, Sichuan

